M Youngman,

.

12/10/2021
Dear Sir, Madam
Firstly , To the inspectorate team ,I would like to thank you all , collectively for the past months
efforts and the inspectorates work in scrutinising the planned building of 2 nuclear reactors on
Suffolk’s heritage coast AONB.
What the majority locally think, is the wrong project in the wrong place at the wrong time for some
of the reasons given below and many not listed.
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Disruption of an Internationally loved and respected nature reserve , building literally up to,
its border/edge.
Ridiculously, inadequate transport links that will require local “B”road closures and
trapping of locals in the immediate area for periods of time due to 100’s of excessively wide
loads in the early years. Massive disruption to local villages on an historically unprecedented
scale , leaving many elderly living with it’s repercussions until the end of their lives. Plus it
simply will not get built , if locals can’t use the roads due to congestion neither will plant
workers and traffic be able to get to the construction site.
Disruption to wild life at not only Minsmere , but also in the wider area of construction ,
multiple roundabouts , by-pass roads , park and ride facility’s.
Excessive noise.
Excessive light in a Dark sky area is unavoidable.
Excessive dust for residents close to what will be Europe’s largest building site.
Damage to listed buildings ( of which there are many) on the roads which buildings are only
meters from passing heavy traffic in the hundreds per day.
Village rat runs already problematic will be worse.
Lack of local infrastructure for such a dramatic increase in population.
Very unpredictable coast, requiring a colossal sea defence for the reactors, destroying part
of a very popular beach.
EDF has no money to build it . (see point 12)
EDF has no money to build it because after 20 yrs there still isn’t an EPWR working in
Europe, a total waste of money from an investor’s perspective. Of two outside of Europe
one has been shut down due to leaking radioactive gas. Still out of action today from its
closure in July 2021.
Out of date on completion, technologically. Whenever that would be. If ever.
AND After , Inquiries , investigations , feasibility studies, planning applications for
compulsory land purchases , archaeological studies, design changes and claimed millions of
pounds spent by EDF on the suitability of building this project in the UK’s driest region we
are told by EDF a matter of weeks before the end of the inspection period . We actually
don’t have any water to build it with.
Planning approval for this project should be rejected immediately.
Yours Sincerely M Youngman

